Study on Anodic Oxidation and Sealing of Aluminum Alloy
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Alumina films were prepared on the surfaces of 2024 aluminum alloy by the anodic oxidation, the sealing and the coloring methods. The films were studied via scanning electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, the surface roughness, the indentation hardness, the abrasion resistance and the corrosion resistance tests. The results revealed that porous alumina was detected on the surface of the aluminum alloy samples after the anodic oxidation treatment and the amount of the pores decreased with the oxidation time. The anodic oxidation film became denser with the oxidation time and enhanced the corrosion resistance of 2024 aluminum alloy. The anodic oxidation process decreased the surface roughness of aluminum alloy. The samples’ hardness, abrasion resistance and corrosion resistance were increased by the sealing process for the anodic oxidation films. The combination procedure of anodic oxidation and sealing with boiling water improved the hardness and the abrasion resistance of the samples greatly.
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